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.. 0 TrackID. 5054917. BD.X64..Q: JAVA - How do I solve "java.lang.NoSuchMethodError" when trying to call an object in
an instance of an abstract class? I'm trying to implement a matrix class with a constructor in the abstract Matrix class which
takes 3 ints as arguments. As well as 3 abstract methods. In the subclass matrix1 I create an instance of matrix1 which takes a
string as its constructor argument. In the subclass matrix2 I create an instance of matrix2 which takes two ints as its
constructor. When I try to call the method public static int[] getInverse(int[][]) from the abstract class Matrix in the subclass
matrix2 I get a "java.lang.NoSuchMethodError" error. I'm not sure why the method is not recognized by the object. I can,
however, solve the issue if I create an instance of matrix1 and then calling methods on the object. I'm pretty sure that by
passing in arguments in the constructor I should be able to create the object directly. Any ideas on why this isn't working and
how to make it work? import java.util.Scanner; public class MatrixTests { public static class Matrix { int[][] matrix; int size =
0; public Matrix() { matrix = new int[4][4]; } public Matrix(int[][] matrix) { this.matrix = matrix; size = matrix.length; }
public static int getInverse(int[][] matrix) { if (matrix.length!= 4) { throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid matrix!
Matrix of size: " + matrix.length); } 3e33713323
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